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Abstract: Nowadays, Augmented Reality (AR) is one of the emerging technologies with a greater
impact in the Education field. Research has proved that AR-based activities improve the teaching and
learning processes. Also, the use of this type of technology in classroom facilitates the understanding
of contents from different areas as Arts, Mathematics or Science. In this work we propose an AR-based
instruction in order to explore the benefits in a 6th-grade Primary course related to 3D-geometry
shapes. This first experiment, designed from an exploratory approach, will shed light on new study
variables to perform new implementations whose conclusions become more consistent. The results
obtained allow us to envisage that AR-based proposals slightly improve the classical didactic methods.
Keywords: Augmented Reality; geometry; 3D-geometric shapes; spatial vision; primary education

1. Introduction
In the last decade the use of the technological tools linked to the Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) has acquired a big importance, both as a didactic tool and as well as a provider
of new environments for promoting the learning. Different authors are reporting the learning effects
of a significant use of technological environments in the classroom, specially those regarding to
the Augmented Reality (AR) [1–3]. Although, AR has been defined from different perspectives [4],
we understand an AR environment as a system that allows for combining real world objects with
virtual objects or superimposed information. As a result virtual objects seem to coexist in the same
space with the real world [5].
These AR-based learning environments reinforce the significant learning through new possibilities
and motivational practices [6,7]. The AR has been considered as a technological tool capable to
permeate on the teaching and learning mechanisms providing significant impact on both processes.
Due to the affordability and the ease of use, AR has been reported as a mid-term technological adoption
(2–3 years) for K-12 levels and High Education levels [8,9]. Possibilities for AR applications in research
are also promising. Different studies had demonstrated the AR usefulness for increasing the student
motivation, as well as for enhancing a wide variety of learning domains [3,7,10–16]. In particular, the
meta-analysis provided by [4] among JCR publications on the state of AR applications in the Education
field, concludes that there is a increasing trend, specially during the last 4 years, on the Science and
Humanities & Arts areas.
The AR has been applied with different goals to medicine, engineering, psychological treatments,
etc. [17]. Concerning the educational approach, the benefits of AR applications had been told to
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strengthen the comprehension of complex concepts, supporting the contextualisation [11]. In this
line, the use of the AR-based technologies allows an individual learning for each student and the
manipulation of both tangible and virtual objects in an enhanced and motivational scenery. In spite of
the generalised though that AR is an expensive resource, the integration of AR devices in the classroom
does not imply a high cost because of the mobile devices. Different educational studies are providing
clues to implement AR-based proposals at different ages [10,18,19].
As we will describe in the next section, the use of AR can support the learning of specific domains
regarding to geometric and spatial abilities. The key point is that AR enhances the students’ visual
perception. An AR-based activity allows us to manipulate virtual objects as well as to physical objects
in the real world [14]. Thus, students can move around a 3D-virtual figure and view it from any
vantage point, just like a real object. Different researchers have delved into the geometric and spatial
abilities developed by students when using AR-based activities from Primary to High Education
levels [14,20–22]. In particular, the 3D-activities based on AR in which the students have to represent
and manipulate spatial and virtual objects are depicting promising results for extending the resources
used in the Mathematics classroom [23].
Although nowadays AR has been incorporated to many educational practices [11], different
aspects have to be explored in order to complete the implementation of AR-based activities in real
class situations. In particular, this work pretends to explore the applicability of AR-based activities for
the learning of 3D-geometric contents in a 6-grade Primary classroom.
2. AR for Geometric and Spatial Learning
Geometry comprises those branches of mathematics that exploit visual intuition (the most
dominant of our senses) to remember theorems, understand proofs, inspire conjectures,
perceive realities, and give global insight (Zeeman, quoted in [24], p. 12).
Historically, spatial abilities have been addressed from a psychological standpoint [25]. Nowadays,
the recent research on teaching and learning of Geometry covers geometric and spatial thinking among
other content domains, as the geometric measurement or the teacher development [26]. In one hand,
the spatial reasoning, underlying the most geometric thought, is defined as a vital capacity for human
action and thought, not always supported in school curricula ([27], p. 3). On the other hand, the
geometric reasoning consists on the inventions and the use of formal conceptual systems that allows us
to investigate the space and the shape in a mathematical way ([28], p. 843).
The learning of Geometry at Primary levels can be exciting and fun for those pupils who are
engaged with Mathematics, but the same cannot be told for those pupils showing less interest in
Mathematics [29]. Usually, the geometric ideas in the curriculum are reduced to the identification
of 2D- and 3D-geometric shapes, related to area and volume measurements, not taking to much
time on developing spatial reasoning and visualisation contents [26]. This approach does not fit the
international guidelines, that claim the use of visualisation, spatial reasoning, and geometric modelling
to solve problems [30]. In this line, Duval in 1998 stood up for a teaching of Geometry beyond the
arithmetic operations, in which three cognitive processes are involved: visualisation, construction
and reasoning [31]. This position has strong implications on the teaching of Geometry, in the sense of
involving spatial reasoning tasks on the Geometry teaching proposals. Moreover, has been stated that
the interaction with technological environments improves the visualisation and spatial reasoning on
the students [30,32].
The use of manipulatives in the Mathematics classroom is not new. In the longstanding history
different kinds of physical materials have been used in order to explore, acquire, or investigate
mathematical concepts or processes and to perform problem-solving activities drawing on perceptual
(visual, tactile, or, more generally, sensory) evidence [33]. Nowadays, the technological progress is
providing a big amount of virtual materials that, combined with the physical ones, offer a wide variety
of possibilities to explore teaching activities in new and motivational manners. In particular, the
AR-based learning experiences produce as physical benefits as virtual benefits [23].
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Concerning the AR-based educational implementations related to Mathematics, these can be
a powerful tool to strengthen the spatial visualisation. From a Mathematical Education approach,
the spatial visualisation is determined as a set of mental skills that allow individuals to act in the
context of mathematical graphical representations, taking this context in a broad sense that includes
the usual representations in the different mathematical fields such as Geometry, Algebra, Arithmetic
or Statistics [34]. In this line, the manipulation of AR 3D-geometric shapes enhances the spatial
visualisation ability, in the terms described by Gutiérrez [35], by means of the use of visual or spatial
elements, developed to solve problems or demonstrate properties.
The learning of geometric contents through AR implementations is still a recent field [23,36,37].
Modern dynamic geometric software (DGS) has stimulated research on students’ assessment
regarding geometric content [38], through software like GeoGebra [39] or 3D computer-aided design
(CAD) software [36]. However, the incorporation of AR into teaching situations still requires the
exploration of several principles, such the design of the technological environment, the viability of the
implementation, the curricular contents capable to address with the AR-based activities, the limitations
posed by the context, the digital competences of the teachers and/or students, etc. [11]. Along these
lines, this work tries to explore different variables related to the application of AR implementations on
a real class context.
3. Aim
With this research we aim to explore the potential of the AR-based activities through a short
classroom intervention in a 6th-grade Primary class. Moreover, this experiment aims to test if
AR-based activities enhances the acquisition of 3D-geometric contents, in particular those related with
spatial abilities.
4. Materials and Methods
This quasi-experimental study consists of an AR-based intervention of 5 sessions in a 6th-grade
Primary classroom related to 3D-geometric contents. Although we have considered experimental and
control groups to test our hypothesis, this is an exploratory study since we have not established an
standard pre-post comparison. However, to determine the level of the students in geometric concepts,
an initial test was developed. It was divided in five basic questions displayed in Table 1. The results
presented in this manuscript have to be considered as a case study of an specific group from an
specific school.
Table 1. Questions of the initial test.
1
2
3
4

What is a polyhedron?
What types of polyhedrons you know?
Can you identify the notable elements of a polyhedron?
True of false:
• Every revolution solid has a vertex.
• A cylinder has two bases which are similar polygons.
• A cone has a single vertex.

5

Draw the developments of a cone and of a prism.

4.1. The Intervention Design
In order to test if AR-based activities enhances the geometric reasoning acquisition we have
designed an intervention to be conducted in a Primary school. The intervention was intentionally
designed to have a short duration (3.75 h), consisting in 5 sessions (described in Table 2). We opted
for designing a 5-session duration intervention in order to be realistic according to the time usually
devoted to technological activities (AR-based in our case) in real class situations. The participating
students were separated into an experimental group and a control group. During the intervention,
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both groups carried out the same 3D-geometric activities, but the experimental group uses AR-based
materials and the control group worked with traditional manipulative materials. The schematic path
of the experimental design of our research is provided in Figure 1 and will be described in detail later
in the text.

Figure 1. Scheme of the experimental design followed in this work.
Table 2. Distribution of sessions and contents addressed in each of the designed sessions.
Session Content
1
2
3
4
5

3D-geometric shapes, definition of polyhedron
Identification of 3D-geometric shapes through using videos
Review of 2D shapes and identification. Identification of a polyhedron using his development
Identification 3D-geometric shapes in our everyday life
Characteristics and classification of 3D-geometric shapes

4.2. Participants
As mentioned above, the participants of this exploratory research were 30 students (56% male)
of 6th Primary course (age 11 to 12 year-old) from an Spanish school. The sample was ethnically and
socio-economically diverse. The intervention was conducted during the last semester of the academic
year 2018–2019. The students were equally distributed into experimental group and control group,
consisting each one of 15 students. Those groups were randomly selected. All participants were
informed that we were carrying a research study and warned that the results obtained in the different
assessment tests would not be considered in their grades. In addition, the parents were informed about
this intervention with an ordinary communication.
4.3. Procedure and Materials
The schematic procedure for this exploratory experiment is depicted in Figure 1. Once the class was
separated in two groups both receive an intervention for the learning of 3D-geometric content according
to their grade level. The academic content related to the intervention has not been presented prior in
the academic course. Participants, in both the control and the experimental group, had to complete the
same set of tasks during the intervention phase. The only difference was that the experimental group
uses AR-based technological devices and the control group uses standard manipulative materials. It is
important to mention that all students had been introduced to AR-based devices during the previous
academic course. Specifically, they had been working with AR-devices on Science subject. Therefore, no
instrumental factors due to the ability on the use of the AR-devices interfere in our experiment.
The intervention took 5 sessions, 45 min each one, related to different aspects of 3D-geometric
content, as shown in Table 2. Participants, divided into experimental and control group were encouraged
to complete the tasks in each session. The control group made use of manipulative materials (Figure 2,
right panel) while the experimental group worked with AR-based applications (Figure 2, left panel),
in particular they work with the apps Geometry and Quiver. The manipulative materials of the control
group were those typically present on an standard Primary classroom, i.e., 3D solids and developed nets.
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Figure 2. (Left panel): AR-based task. (Right panel): standar manipulative task.

4.4. Instrument
In order to measure the learning achieved by the students an instrument was specifically
developed taking into account the contents that the students deal with during the intervention phase.
The instrument (no validated) consisted of six items (showed in Table 3). All items were related to the
3D-geometric contents from the 6th Primary grade curriculum. Each item in the test was coded with a
score between 0 (totally incorrect) and 10 (totally correct). The test was completed by the students two
days after the intervention in a paper-and-pencil format.
Table 3. Items selected to be completed by each student as final assessment.
Final Assesment Items
1
2
3
4
5
6

Explain what 3D-geometric shapes are and in which two groups we can classify them
Put the parts of these 3D-geometric shapes (Shapes: hexagonal prism, cone and sphere. Parts: base,
face, edge, vertex, body and radius)
Complete the table with the characteristics of the 3D-geometric shapes (name, number of faces, number
of edges and number of vertices)
Circle with red the 3D-geometric shapes that are polyhedrons and circle with blue those that are
round shapes
Write the name of the following developed 3D-geometric shapes
Match the 3D-geometric shape with arrows to its development and try to draw the missing one

5. Results and Discussion
As a pre-test was not administered previously to the intervention, in the present study we use the
results provided by the instrument to focus, exclusively, on the benefits of implementing AR-based
activities from an exploratory approach. In the following, we describe the results obtained by group in
the initial test. These results prove that the group is homogeneous and that the students do not know
the 3D-geometric concepts previous to the intervention abovementioned.
5.1. Mean Scores on the Initial Test
In this section we show the results of the answers given by the complete group, i.e., 30 students.
In the first question (Table 1), only 4 students define correctly a polyhedron (13.33%). In terms of
the typos of polyhedrons more than half of the students confuse the 3D-shapes with the 2D-shapes
(53.33%). Only two are capable to explain the different typos of polyhedrons. Respect to the notable
elements, any scholar made a satisfactory identification on the parts of a polyhedron. It is interesting
to note that only 26.66% of the students distinguish between 1 and 4 notable elements. The best results
are provided in the 4th question, due to 42% of the pupils mark successfully 2 phrases. However, in
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this question a noise is introduced in the result because the multiple choice answer. Finally, 13% of
the students are not capable to draw neither the development of a cone nor the development of a
prism, 17% of the students answer correctly to this question and the rest of the students only draw
one development. In conclusion, the results obtained allow us to divide the class in the two groups
(experimental and control) using any probabilistic method.
5.2. Mean Scores on the Final Assessment Test
Firstly, we address to the assessment of the items posed on the final test. Figure 3 shows the mean
results obtained for each item, the mean score taking into account all students was a 8.38. It is important
to point out that in the question 4 the mean score is bigger than 9. It indicates that the students are
capable to distinguish between prisms and revolution solids. Therefore, using AR-based activities as
well as using manipulative elements, the scholars improve their capacity to understand the principal
properties of the solids. Also, in question 6, the mean achieves 9.23, therefore, the pupils draw correctly
the development of the 3D solids. It is specially relevant in AR-based activities because of the apps
used to teach it. In questions 1 and 2, the mean is between 8.5 and 8.9. The mistakes presented in the
answers are due to little confusions in similar polyhedron and special notable elements as the radius.
We can considerate that the concepts are satisfactory acquired. In the items 3 and 5 the mean is minor
than the rest of items. Probably, the principal reason which explains these scores is that items are
related with memorising abilities. In any case, the results evidence the improvement showed by the
students in comparison with the initial prove. On the other hand, the exploratory study points out that
teaching 3D-geometric solids with AR produces a more motivating learning. Also, the performance
showed by the students points along these lines. But more rigorous experiments are necessary to obtain
clearer conclusions.

Figure 3. Mean score obtained for each item of the final test.

5.3. Comparison between Control and Experimental Groups
By the initial test, we suppose that the students of control and experimental groups obtain
similar qualifications before the instruction (see Section 5.1). However, the mean score obtained
for the experimental group, 8.7, is slightly higher than the score obtained for the control group, 8.1.
It is important to remark that the manipulative didactic elements are an excellent way to introduce
3D-geometric solids and their characteristics. Thus, this explains that the differences between the
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results of the two methods (manipulative vs. AR-based) are minor. Despite of this, with the AR-based
activities presented in this paper the mean score is improved. Also, the students present a high degree
of satisfaction when learn with this new instruction based on AR.
6. Final Remarks
The present study provides results on the effectiveness of AR-based instruction for the
development of 3D-geometric contents in a 6th-grade Primary students. This study has underlined the
potential of AR-based activities in promoting students’ acquisition of geometric and spatial abilities,
according to previous works [11,15]. However, our results are weak due to the absence of an evaluation
of the students’ knowledge previously to the intervention phase. This experimental approach has
shown hints for future intervention designs, as the study of 3D-geometric development learning with
AR-based technology. Moreover, it will be interesting to introduce new and more difficult 3D shapes,
as the semiregular polyhedrons, oblique cylinders or oblique cones, that are not habitual to find as
manipulative materials. Also, we plan to measure emotional factors in further interventions using
AR-based activities. The goal will be to check the influence of these technological environments on the
students’ motivation. Therefore, future studies are necessary in order to delve into the causes of the
academic gains showed on this research.
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